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CARE advocates for divestment of endowment
BY KIERNAN SOMERS
Co-Editor-in-Chief

The Colby Alliance for Renewable Energy (CARE) has
recently hosted demonstrations
and tabled in Pulver Pavilion advocating for the divestment of the Colby Endowment
from fossil fuels. Colby is one
of the few colleges that is currently 100% carbon neutral.
Neutrality surrounds the issue
of greenhouse-gas emissions.
While Colby does not cause a
net impact on greenhouse gas
emissions on campus, the College has not committed to divestment and retains holdings
in the fossil fuel industry.
Divestment has been a central issue on college campuses as
of late. Movements have pushed
for divestment of endowments
at schools across the NESCAC.
CARE has been advocating for
the full divestment of the College’s endowment since 2012.
Divestment was seen as an opportunity to talk about climate
change and activism at Colby.
During the 2012-2013 academic year, the #DivestColby movement gained traction and eventually the issue of divestment
was brought before the Board
of Trustees. The Board decided
to follow precedent and elected
to not divest from fossil fuels.
In a 2006 statement issued
by the College and the Board of

Trustees concerning investment
action in Myanmar and Sudan, it
was noted: “Colby’s endowment
is not a particularly effective or
nimble vehicle for prompting
political change or for political
expression. Action such as divestment should only be considered under the most exceptional
circumstances.” The administration previously relied on this
statement and further argued
that the risks that divestment
poses to the Endowment would
challenge the purpose and goal
of the endowment as put forth
by the Board of Trustees. A College report obtained by the Echo
detailed: “Fossil fuel industries
[and] more broadly, the energy
sector represents about 10 percent of global market capitalization. Eliminating such a sizeable
sector reduces the diversification of the portfolio and removes one potential source of
inflation-hedging investments.”
CARE has pushed for the
College to avoid directly investing in fossil fuels. “A great step
for Colby is to say that our direct investments are not invested in one of the top 200 dirtiest
companies,” commented copresident of CARE Casey Ballin
’16. In an email correspondence
with the Echo, Vice President
for Administration and Chief
Financial Officer Doug Terp
’84 stated that the College does
not currently hold any direct
investments on the Carbon

Students gather to advocate for divestment last year at a rally.

Underground 200, an index of
the top 200 dirtiest publicly
traded oil and coal companies.
However, the College has yet to
commit to divesting all direct
investments or change their investment policies to accommo-

Courtesy of Colby Alliance for Renewable Energy

date divestment.
CARE hopes to increase student awareness on the subject
and has plans to engage the
community in conversation.
Most recently, CARE hosted
Divestment Day, an opportu-

nity for the student body to
discuss climate change and the
implications of divestment with
members of CARE. In Foss, Cecil Brooks ’17 performed poetry related to climate change in
an effort to raise awareness.

College releases results from sexual assault survey
On October 8, President David
A. Greene sent an email to Colby
students, parents, and faculty detailing the results of the Higher
Education Data Sharing (HEDS)
Sexual Assault Campus Climate
Survey from this past April. The
survey, created and sponsored by
the HEDS consortium at Wabash
College, was sent to all 2014-2015
Colby students and asked them to
assess their experiences with sexual violence at the College as well
as their impressions of the work
the College is doing. Unlike the
annual security report, which is
required under the Clery Act, the
HEDS survey is one that colleges
choose to opt into. Similarly, the
HEDS Consortium and participating colleges have no obligation to
release the data once it is collected.
In his email, Greene called the
results of the survey “deeply troubling.” While only 465 students, or
25% of the student body, responded to the survey, 12.5% of women
and 3.8% of men who responded
reported some form of sexual
misconduct at Colby, totaling 44
students. This is a large discrepancy between the figures outlined
in Colby’s annual security report,
which accounted for four instances
of forced sex offences and zero instances of non-forced sex offenses
in 2014. However, Vice President
of Student Affairs and Dean of

Students Jim Terhune, Director of
the Gender and Sexual Diversity
Program and Associate Pugh Center Director Emily Schusterbauer,
and Senior Associate Dean for
Diversity and Inclusion, and Title
IX Coordinator, Tashia Bradley
all noted that discrepancies were
natural in the survey.
Bradley noted that the annual security report only includes
crime statistics, while the HEDS
Survey looks at a broader range
of misconduct. “That’s why there’s
a discrepancy, because we’re not
reporting about the same things,”
Bradley said.
Schusterbauer echoed these sentiments, saying, “I think it is important to think a little bit about
the way that sexual assault is defined in the law and state laws and
laws that have to do with Clery
reporting versus this particular
survey versus our policy. Those
are three different things, potentially. So, it’s conceivable to me
that there are students who identify with how sexual assault was
defined in this survey who may
not have identified with how the
Maine state law defines sexual assault or maybe don’t identify with
how our policy identifies sexual
assault.” Regardless of the number, Greene surmised the Administration’s postion in the email: “A
single member of our community
enduring an unwanted sexual encounter, sexual misconduct, or
sexual violence is one too many.”
When asked why the Adminis-

tration decided to participate in
the HEDS survey, Terhune said
that the impression in Eustis was
“the more we can learn, the better off we’re going to be.” Terhune
also noted, “HEDS is a group that
we use to participate in research
for a number of things.” After
HEDS developed the survey and
with rumors that the White House
may soon require campus climate
surveys at higher-learning institutions, the Administration “wanted
to be on the front end of that.”
Schusterbauer also discussed the
multifaceted benefits of the HEDS
survey. “For me, the utility of a
survey like this is not just to kind
of gauge prevalence, which is important, but it’s also to help us
understand a range of different issues related to sexual violence and
sexual misconduct so that we can
improve going forward.”
Some of the survey’s utility goes
toward helping the Administration find areas of disconnect between their prevention and education programs, as well as student
perception. One of the most telling statistics in the survey found
that 55.3% of respondents “agree
or strongly agree that there is a
good support system at Colby for
students going through difficult
times.” Based on the statistic, Terhune stated, “clearly we need to
do more awareness raising about
support systems, clearly we need
to do more to help people understand how the reporting process
works and to have confidence in

that.” However, both Terhune and
Schusterbauer believe that the
current education programs have
shown success. “One of the things
that came out of the HEDS data is
that our students do seem to have
a fair amount of information about
how we define sexual misconduct,
how to make a report, those kinds
of things that we’re happy to see
that students are retaining that information,” Schusterbauer said.
In the interviews with Terhune
and Schusterbauer, both officials
expressed a desire to increase
student understanding to the options at their disposal. “It’s all
about awareness,” Terhune said.
“It’s about being out there as much
as we possibly can… my feeling
about the survey is [that] its helpful insofar as these data points
[like the one on support systems]
help us to understand where are
there places we need to put more
effort in to raise more awareness.”
Terhune and Schusterbauer also
noted that the College has made
strides in creating more opportunities for students to learn how to
prevent sexual misconduct. The
Administration’s current flagship
effort toward increasing student
education is the introduction of
mandatory first year and second
year peer education training on
sexual violence. Schusterbauer,
who spearheads the initiative, explained that the first year session
focuses primarily on prevention,
mainly “how we define sexual
misconduct, our community stan-

dards around consent, practice
some skills building communication into sexual encounters to
make consent more clear…[and]
how to help a friend who has experienced sexual assault,” while the
sophomore training is designed to
“develop more advanced bystander intervention skills.” Terhune
and Schusterbauer both believe
that these programs will help raise
awareness. Terhune noted, “there
is no 100 percent magic bullet, but
awareness is so key to prevention,
and prevention is what we need to
be focused on.”
All members of the Administration were keenly aware that sometimes prevention is not enough and
that the reporting system must be
just as robust. According to the
HEDS survey, only seven victims
(16.3 percent) reported the misconduct to Colby faculty, staff, or
administrators. Dr. Bradley noted
that there are several barriers that
keep students from reporting, including the idea of reporting in
itself. Bradley believes that some
people would prefer not having to
report misconduct to a stranger:
“Why would I report to this person? Why would I want this person to know this about me?” Others might be fearful of the process
that reporting entails, especially
on such a small campus. Feminist
Alliance Executive Board mem-
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Several students evicted for accessing Heights roof
B Y P EG S CHREINER
News Editor

Following multiple warnings
from both the Administration
and Campus Security, several
Heights residents were evicted
from their rooms before fall
break for repeatedly accessing the dorm’s roof. According
to one of the evicted students,
who asked to remain anonymous, at least six students were
forced to move from the building to either another dorm or to
off-campus housing.
Senior Associate Dean of Students Jed Wartman, who is one
of many administrators monitoring the roof issue, described
in an interview that, in his six
years at the College, the “administration has come from a perspective of concern” in regards
to the roof. Wartman also noted
that despite the Administration’s
past attempts to curb access to
the roof, the usage of that space
has remained a part of a “long
tradition” related to socializing
and partying on the Hill. As
part of this “tradition,” students
who live in rooms with windows
that open up onto the building’s
roof have often allowed their
rooms to serve as access points
for their peers who wish to socialize on the roof—something
that, from the Administration’s
perspective, could put students
at great risk for injury.
According to Wartman, in
past years, administrators and
security officers have had a
more relaxed approach towards

the problem, rarely going further than reminding students
that roof access is against the
rules or adding additional stops
to the windows. After realizing
that many students on campus
were ignoring the reminders
and removing window stops, the
administration “decided to get
more proactive,” Wartman said.
The changes began last year
when all students with roof access were convened and “[dorm]
reassignment language” began
to appear in warnings about
violating the College’s policies,
Wartman said.
The anonymous Heights resident, who was evicted along
with the three other members of his quad, also noted a
change in the Administration’s
response to students on the
roof: “Security was pretty relaxed for a while, but after they
[uncharacteristically]
shut
down a night-party on the roof,
we knew we would be hearing
from them on Monday.”
Confirming the student’s suspicion, the Office of Campus
Life sent an email to all students on September 22, noting
that while they “are optimistic
that Colby students will respond
proactively” to the rules, “due
to the dangers associated with
this issue, Campus Security will
be increasing their presence in
areas where people have been
known to gather on roofs.” Campus Life added that “students
found responsible for allowing
roof access through their rooms,
and students who access roof areas may experience consequenc-

Assault survey released
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ber Sierra Fuller ’18 believes that
other factors include “the fact that
students believe nothing is going
to get done, but also part of that
is dealing with survivor guilt and
feeling victimized…there’s a huge
culture of guilt around sexual assault.” One commonality among all
of the Administrators interviewed
was their desire to leave the choice
of reporting up to the survivor.
When asked if the Administration had any desire to reach out
to victims and ask them to report,
Bradley noted that approach might
not always be beneficial. “I think
there’s a moment where you think
about best practices around this
work, and ways in which we can
traumatize someone or re-traumatize, or people feel like they don’t
have ownership or kind of create
an environment where people feel
as though ‘I did something wrong
because I didn’t report something.
I don’t want to create that environment. There’s a fine balance and
we’re trying to get there. This is the
thing about this work, it’s not perfect, but we’re trying to get there.”
Schusterbauer echoed these sentiments, saying “we want to encourage reporting, but we also want to
recognize that reporting may not

Security
Incident
Report
Log

feel like the right decision for some
people and that’s okay. We want to
encourage reporting so that we can
respond to incidents and make the
campus safer, but we also want to
recognize that people have deeply
personal reasons for not reporting.” Terhune added that one of the
primary objectives of the Administration is “to provide a safe space
for anybody who’s coming forward
with a report and to honor and respect their privacy.”
Ultimately, the HEDS survey has
given the community another tool
to help minimize the plight of sexual
misconduct at Colby. Though the
Administration has made a concerted effort thus far, Eustis is equally
aware that there is still a long way
to go. In closing, Terhune echoed
Greene’s sentiments that one is too
many. “Clearly we have issues and
problems associated with sexual misconduct and violence on our campus, and any of that is too much. I
feel good about the work that Emily
is doing and Tashia is doing and others on our campus are doing to try
and move the needle on that. I think
there’s good work that’s done, I think
that…transparency is a really positive thing…the more we shine a light
on the issue, the more likely we are to
prevent…but I don’t know how anyone could look at survey results that
show any level of sexual violence on
campus and feel good about that.”
Date:
10/4/15
10/4/15
10/4/15
10/4/15
10/5/15
10/8/15
10/8/15
10/10/15
10/11/15
10/15/15
10/15/15
10/15/15
10/17/15
10/17/15

Time:
12:16 a.m.
12:30 a.m.
3:41 a.m.
7:25 p.m.
1:06 p.m.
10:18 p.m.
11:35 p.m.
8:15 a.m.
2:40 p.m.
11:33 a.m.
7:25 p.m.
9:33 p.m.
12:31 p.m.
1:48 p.m.

es including room relocation or
removal from campus housing.”
Emails were also sent specifically to students whose
rooms had roof access and to all
Heights residents.
Despite the consequences outlined in the emails from Campus
Life, the anonymous resident
said that the messages “did not
dissuade us at the time.”
As part of their increased
monitoring of the situation, security officers began to look at

one day’s notice to move out
of their room and into vacant
rooms across campus. Following a private meeting with Wartman, they were granted one
week to vacate their quad.
According to Wartman, the
College plans to treat the issue
of residents who allow roof access as a housing problem and
reassign them to a different
dorm, whereas non-residents
who access the roof will receive
a student misconduct letter in

“[I understand that the College] needs to
set a precedent” in order to discourage
students from accessing the roof.
Anonymous Resident
Evicted student

floor plans of Heights to identify the specific rooms that were
allowing students to enter the
roof area—something that has
been an obstacle in the past according to Wartman. When officers were able to identify the
rooms and noticed that specific
residents continued to break the
rules, they reported the students
to the Dean of Students’ Office.
The anonymous resident said
that after he and his roommates
were identified, they were given

their school file.
Director of Security Peter
Chenevert confirmed in an
email correspondence that the
Administration’s concerns are
not unwarranted, saying “there
have been some injuries from
students falling off the roof and
a lot of damages to the roof and
roof vents” in the past. While
allowing other students to access the roof through their room
was innately risky, the anonymous resident said that he and

his roommates tried to practice
some caution by “spotting” other students “looking out for kids
who were in trouble or who were
precariously close to the edge.”
While many members of the
community who have socialized
on the roof in the past without any repercussion view the
Administration’s response as a
“crackdown,” the anonymous
resident said that he “understands that [the College] needs
to set a precedent” in order to
discourage students from accessing the roof. “Unfortunately,” the student said, “we will be
the precedent.”
Wartman said that “this response is not a result of one
specific incident, but rather it
has been building over time.
Students have typically not
been conscious of a series of
unsuccessful attempts at keeping them off the roof…which
is why the eviction seems like a
crackdown.”
In the future, Chenevert said
that security “will continue to
monitor the area and turn violators over to the Dean’s Office.”
Wartman said that Campus Life
hopes to facilitate community
conversations about alternative
outdoor spaces that the College
can provide for students to socialize in.
While the anonymous resident agreed that the Administration’s response was “fair”
given their numerous warnings,
when asked what he thinks will
happen to the space in the future, he declared: “long live
Heights roof.”

NESCAC News

Changes in admission policies
BY GRANT ALESNON
Asst. News Editor

In the past couple of weeks,
multiple NESCAC schools
have implemented changes in
their application processes.
The past decade has seen a
hostile reaction against U.S.
college admissions testing.
Many people consider it unfair that schools require standardized test scores, because
often times students have test
scores that don’t adequately
reflect their academic performance. This can discourage students from applying
to some selective NESCAC
schools because of their high
reported average for the tests.
Some schools have decided
to become “test-flexible,”
meaning applicants still have
to report some form of standardized testing, while others have become all together
test-optional, meaning applicants can opt out of reporting scores altogether. A large
number of NESCAC schools
have started to agree with
the sentiment that standardized testing is not necessarily

Nature:
Safety Violation
Safety Violation
Medical Call
Safety Violation
Medical Call
Medical Call
Drug Violation
Vandalism
Drug Violation
Theft
Medical Call
Medical Call
Theft
Theft, Attempted

indicative of academic preparedness in all students.
Recently, Trinity College
decided to join the group of
schools that are test-optional. Applicants for the Class
of 2020 will no longer need
to submit SAT or ACT test
scores as part of their application to the school. Angel Pérez, recently appointed
Vice President of Enrollment
and Student Success at Trinity, told the Trinity Tripod
that going test-optional attracts students who would
have otherwise been deterred
by the requirement. He added
that too often, students with
strong academic records shy
away from applying to schools
such as Trinity because of the
institution’s high average SAT
or ACT scores. Furthermore,
Pérez told the Tripod that the
college has decided to add a
specific essay to the Common
Application. In addition to
the traditional required Common App essay, prospective
students will have two options
for this new essay, focusing
either on the Trinity or Hartford community.
Likewise, Amherst College

Location:
The Heights
Alfond Apartments
Roberts Union
Foss Hall
Coburn Hall
Mary Low Hall
Outside Taylor Hall
The Heights
Averill Hall
Marriner Hall
The Heights
Olin Science Building
Outside Leondard Hall
Amherst Tailgate Area

has decided to implement
some changes in its application process. Amherst has
joined 80 other colleges and
universities in implementing
an alternative college application program, the Coalition
Application. The Coalition
Application is designed to
make the application and financial aid process easier. An
alternative to the Common
Application, the Coalition
Application is used by prestigious schools such as Williams, Swarthmore, Pomona,
and Ivy League universities.
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid Katie Fretwell ’81
told the Amherst Student that
the addition of the Coalition
Application would hopefully
strengthen Amherst’s commitment to helping students
from a wide variety of backgrounds as they go through
the college process.
Ultimately, the overarching goal
of all NESCAC schools seems to
be one of inclusion and access. The
steps that Trinity and Amherst
have made in the past weeks are
all in an attempt to increase the
number of students that are active,
engaged, and curious.

Comments:
Student on the Roof
Fireworks
Alcohol
Smoke Machine used in Room
Injury
Illness
Smoking Marijuana
Exit Sign broken
Marijuana and Paraphernalia
Candy stolen from vending machine
Drug Use
Injury
Bike Taken
Case of Gatorade
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Portland election for new mayor Getting Toasty in Waterville
fice before, but has volunteered in
campaigns, worked for non-profits,
Contributing Writer
and gained experience as a community organizer. Although some may
Portland residents have a larger see this lack of political experience
political responsibility than most as a disadvantage, MacMillan sees
other Mainers within the coming this as an opportunity. In an interyear. Not only will they follow the view with the Portland Press Herald,
primaries and presidential election, he stated “People are sick and tired
but they also have the duty to elect of the status quo... Portland residents
a mayor in 2015. Currently two have given up hope that their City
candidates—Tom MacMillan of the Council represents them.” He added,
Green Independent Party and State “the mayor’s job is to provide the viSenator Ethan Strimling—are chal- sion for the city and set the priorities
lenging the incumbent, Mayor Mi- for the city and run meetings, and
chael Brennan.
I have done all of those.” If elected,
Brennan made history when, in he looks to increase minimum wage
2011, he was the first directly elected in the city and to prohibit landlords
Portland mayor
from raising rents.
since 1923. For
Brennan also
88 years, city
faces
opposition
After 86 years of city
councilors chose
from a more faamong
themmiliar face. State
councilors selecting
selves a mayor
Senator
Ethan
the mayor, Portland
to serve almost
Strimling is aimceremoniously.
ing for the mayresidents will have
However,
leadoral seat after losto ask themselves if
ing into the 2011
ing the election
election, Portland
in 2011 by a mere
they are ready for
residents began
1,833 votes. After
to call for direct
coming in secthe responsibility of
election. Part of
ond in a race of
electing their
the proposal also
fifteen candidates,
called for an inStrimling is ready
next mayor.
crease in tenure
to take the stage
of the office from
once again, but
one year to four.
this time hoping
This change, they hoped,would en- for a different outcome. From the
sure mayoral accountability to voters beginning, Strimling has received
and a strong sustained leadership in significant endorsements. Most reCity Hall. The proposal was passed cently, the Portland Chamber of
in November of 2010, and on No- Commerce backed the candidate,
vember 8, 2011 Brennan became the a patronage that may prove vital as
first directly elected mayor in nearly the campaign continues.
a century.
As both Brennan and Strimling
Brennan takes the stage again this are members of the Democratic
upcoming year to defend his posi- Party, Portland residents do not hear
tion against two energetic candi- Strimling pushing for major policy
dates. MacMillan follows behind in changes. He instead is running on
polls, but is still dedicated to imple- the platform to better unite the counment the change he believes is neces- cil and end conflicts in local governsary to improve the Portland area. A ment. In his eyes, he can further immember of the Green Independent prove life for Portland residents.
Party, MacMillan has never held ofDespite what seems to be strong

BY MEREDITH KEENAN

opposition at times, Brennan is
forming his campaign around his
many accomplishments in office. He
has cited improvements in education, growth in the economy, and an
unemployment rate below four percent. More specifically, he launched
Growing Portland in hopes of improving the city’s workforce as well as
helping set up Portland ConnectED
program. This program expanded
reading and feeding programs for
students who need support over the
summer. As House Speaker Mark
Eves noted in a letter of endorsement
printed in the Portland Press Herald ,
“Portland is flourishing under Mike’s
leadership.” With hopes of continuing the upward trend if elected again,
Brennan believes his accomplishments to date will be enough to hold
his seat as Portland mayor.
With Democratic Party support
split between him and Strimling,
the Mayor has claimed, “I think we
both know what we are getting ourselves into”. In the past, Strimling
and Brennan have faced each other
two times. Each time, Brennan
finished slightly ahead, so despite
the endorsements that Strimling
has accumulated, the incumbent
Mayor remains very confident and
trusts that the residents of Portland
will support his aspirations for further growth.
This upcoming election is one for
the history books. After 86 years of
city councilors selecting the mayor,
Portland residents will have to ask
themselves if they are ready for the
responsibility of electing their next
mayor. With choices ranging from a
non-politician candidate aiming to
bridge socio-economic inequality to
the incumbent who has already seen
success as mayor, residents will have
the opportunity to vote on the future
of their city. With pressing issues like
minimum wage, affordable housing,
and aid for asylum seekers being discussed in this election, Portland residents have an important decision to
make come Election Day.

BY ADDIE BULLOCK

Asst. Local News Editor
Waterville’s newest restaurant, Toast
Xpress, is the talk of Colby’s campus.
Toast Xpress opened in late September
in the former Glass Express building in
the popular Waterville business park,
Railroad Square. The cafe has a unique
menu, primarily offering various types of
toast and assorted beverages. The space is
open and bright, with pictures of Colby’s
downtown and framed quotes about
toast on the walls.
Toast Xpress is owned by three Waterville families, the Scotts, the Gerards
and the Michauds. All three families
are active participants in the area’s business scene, with the Gerards and the
Michauds owning Big G’s Deli. Toast
Xpress makes a point to source from
local businesses, with all of their bread
coming from Big G’s, their coffee from
Kingfield’s Carrabassett Coffee, and
local pastries, including donuts, from
Hillman’s Bakery in Fairfield. Toast
Xpress also offers gluten free bread from
Portland’s Bam Bam bakery.
It is clear that Toast Xpress is already
a hit with local students from Colby,
Thomas, KVCC and nearby high
schools are flocking to the restaurant
for its affordable prices and welcoming
environment. On an early Friday morning, a dozen Colby students were enjoying breakfast, eating alongside Waterville residents and a group of local high

school students. William Ware ’17 said,
“This is my first time here and I love it.
The food is extremely affordable and well
made, perfect for a college student’s budget. I highly recommend anything with
nutella.” He loved it so much he came
back for lunch in the same day.
Toast offers a diverse menu, with
options ranging from the “Avocado
smash” to a sweeter twist on the traditional serving of “French Toast”. It also
offers more substantial options, like
the “Pony Xpress”, with a housemade
cheese spread, sausage, bacon, cheddar
and a BBQ sauce. When asked about
the inspiration behind Toast Xpress
and their menu, part owner Holly Gerard said “the inspiration to create Toast
Xpress came from the desire to take one
of the most basic breakfast items (toast)
and elevate it. We looked at what others
around the world have been successful
with, e.g. milk toast, took classics, and
also concocted our own.”
Colby Echo editorial staff decided to
try out the restaurant for themselves, trying a variety of menu options and soaking in the ambiance. Kiernan Somers,
Co-Editor in Chief, said “The Pony
Xpress was a delightful culinary surprise
and I would definitely recommend it to
Colby students.”
It is clear that Toast Xpress has a long
and successful future ahead in Waterville,
but its owners have bigger plans. When
asked what’s next for Toast Xpress, Gerard replied “We do plan on opening
more locations.”

Toast options range from S’mores to Bruschetta (pictured above)
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Permits no longer required for concealed carry in Maine
BY ELLIE DONOHOUE
Copy Editor

Last Thursday, a new gun law
took effect in Maine that removed the permit requirement
for concealed-carry. Under the
former system, which had been
in place for 90 years, concealed
carry of a firearm was legal
only with a police-issued permit
“which required a background
check; fingerprints; six pages of
questions about the applicant’s
criminal history, domestic violence investigations, drug use and
mental health disorders; as well
as proof that the applicant took a
gun safety course and paid a $35
fee,” according an October 14 article in The Bangor Daily News.
The new legislation, which represents a major victory for Maine
Republicans, allows any legal gun
owner over the age of 21 or active military member over the
age of 18 to conceal their gun
without first obtaining a permit.
Gun owners are still prohibited
from carrying firearms into certain areas, including all schools,
courthouses, government buildings, state parks, and the Capitol.
State Senator Eric Brakey of
Auburn sponsored the bill, which
passed in June and was signed
into law by Governor Paul LePage. Along with other Maine republicans, Brakey praised it as a
step in the right direction for the
state. In an October 15 Portland
Press Herald article, Brakey said
he feels that permits and other
perceived safeguards are unnecessary when it comes to gun control, as criminals have no regard
for them. Removing these barri-

ers simply means that lawful citi- were just one big game of cops
zens can protect themselves more and robbers.” The Sentinel and
easily, he said. In a press release, Journal aligned themselves with
the National Rifle Association Sauschuck, stating that “is reacelebrated the efforts of Brakey sonable to conclude that where
and LePage, and said “the Maine there are looser gun laws, there
legislature and governor stood are more guns around.” However,
strong for freedom.”
it is important to note that looser
Despite conservatives lauding gun laws do not necessarily corthe law as a positive enlargement relate with more violent crime.
of individual rights, the topic re- According to the FBI, Maine had
mains contested among impor- the second-lowest crime rate in
tant Maine figures. One notable the country in 2013, coming in
critic is Portland Police Chief behind only Vermont, which has
Michael Sauschuck, who wasted historically had lax gun laws and
no time expressing his unease. has long allowed its citizens the
Sauschuck called the law “mis- right to concealed-carry without
guided,”
and
a permit.
said that he
However, as
thinks it will
highlighted in
make the jobs
the
editorial,
of law enforceMaine’s status
ment more difas a low-crime
ficult and more
state does not
dangerous. “We
make it imcontinue to go
mune to the
the wrong way
risk of guns
on gun legislabeing used for
tion,” he said
suicides and acto the Portland
cidental shootMichael Sauschuck
Press Herald.
ings, which the
Portland Police Chief
Sauschuck exwriters cite as
pressed that he
major concerns.
does not think
Many other
that more guns
Mainers
fear
are the answer
the effects of
to Maine’s problems, in opposi- the legislation, among them
tion to Brakey and many other some proud gun owners. Dusty
gun-rights advocates who sug- Rhodes, a retired police office
gest that upright citizens need and former firearms instructor
clear access to guns in order to who held a permit for four deprotect themselves against crimi- cades, expressed his discontent
nals with guns.
to the Bangor Daily News. Rhodes
In an October 15 editorial was upset that people can now
titled “Our Opinion,” the Morn- opt out of the permit, because “it
ing Sentinel and Kennebec Journal required a background check, a
derided this “good guys and bad mental health check, you had to
guys” line of thinking as “childish show proficiency, you had to subrhetoric” that treats life “as if [it] mit fingerprints. You had some

“We continue to
go the wrong way
on gun legislation”

count on who is carrying.” The
issue of proficiency was echoed
by Rick Lozier, a Maine resident
who has worked at a gun store
for years. Lozier said that while
new owners should really take
a firearms safety course from a
professional, he is only required
to provide first-time customers
with a safety brochure. “I’m disappointed,” he said to the Bangor
Daily News. Rhodes added, “My
concern is some young fellow
will accidentally shoot himself
or will grab a gun, instead of a
knife, and shoot someone else
without really knowing what he
is doing.” These fears, shared by
a large body of concerned citizens, are considered by some to
be unfounded because Maine had
already allowed citizens open
carry. To them, it does not matter
whether or not the gun is seen,
or whether or not someone has a
jacket on over their holster.
The novelty of the legislation
means that its effects are hard to
judge. However, several Maine
gun shop owners have already
seen a change in sales. “The new
law has spurred sales of smaller
pistols, holsters and other concealing accessories,” according
to The Bangor Daily News. The
article also reported multiple instances of long-time gun owners
setting out to buy smaller, more
easily concealed guns as a result
of the law.
Despite the changes in law,
citizens can continue to apply
for concealed carry permits, and
there remain incentives for them
to do so. For one, Maine permits
are recognized as valid in eight
other states, meaning that permit
holders do not necessarily give
up their right to concealed carry

when they leave Maine. In addition, if a citizen with a concealed
firearm is stopped or questioned
by law enforcement but has a
concealed carry permit, they do
not have to notify the officer of
their weapon. However, if they do
not have a permit, they must immediately tell law enforcement or
else be subject to a fine.
It is important to note that, despite the publicity surrounding
the new legislation, several other
states have had similar laws in
place for years. “Maine is not at
the forefront of this issue,” said
Goldfarb Family Distinguished
Professor of American Government Cal Mackenzie. Mackenzie
went on to highlight that some
states allow individuals to bring
guns onto academic campuses
and into bars, both mandated as
gun-free areas in Maine.
The issue of gun control is
proving to be an important one
in upcoming political races,
including the 2016 Presidential race. Democrats have not
meaningfully talked about gun
control since the 1990’s, when
it fell out of favor as a talking
point for as it was considered
a “losing position.” When asked
why he thought presidential
candidates have been so willing to talk about gun control
recently, Mackenzie cited “public anger.” The onslaught of
school shootings in the past few
years, including the shooting at
an Oregon community college
that took nine lives earlier this
month, has brought the issue
to the forefront of public consciousness. Democrats are responding to this and “thinking
it’s a wedge issue against Republicans,” Mackenzie said.
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AllTech leads discussion about female athletes in technology
B Y S IMONE L EUNG

careers in technology. “We fell into
our careers by accident….I didn’t
have anyone there to guide me
Last Saturday, a dozen Colby through this but by mistake I got into
women gathered in a Lovejoy technology…. My goal for AllTech is
classroom to talk
to do something for
about technology
you guys that I wish
and sports. The
someone had done
AllTech team held
for me when I was
an
information
your age,” Perry said.
session on how to
McGrath said she
utilize an athletic
initially wanted to
mindset to posibe a lawyer, and
tion oneself for
then thought she
career success in
would eventually go
technology.
into finance. In the
Colby alumnae
end, she ended up
Grace Perry ’97
pursuing neither of
and Lauren Mcthose goals. “When
Grath ’11 led the
I graduated, the
session. While ateconomy was just
tending the College,
rebounding….I took
Perry played on the
the first job I could
women’s basketball
get. I went to a digital
team, and McGrath
marketing agency…
competed on the aland sort of by being
pine ski team. With
self-taught, I ended
athletes on campus
up doing a lot of
making up about a
media planning and
third of the student
buying…and learned
body, they geared
a lot about the motheir
presentabile industry…But I
tion toward female
really fell into that by
athletes and the
mistake, and I realspecial skills and
ized that the media
experiences
they
companies were realoffer professionally.
ly interesting to me,”
They identified the
McGrath said.
top ten reasons to
“When I was sithire female athletes.
ting here in this
Among them charin college, I
Lauren McGrath room
acteristics such as
had no idea [the
self-discipline, deClass of 2011 technology industermination, and a
try] existed, and I
never-quit attitude.
wish I did because
“Our idea is that
perhaps it would’ve
those skills transtaken three years
late really well into a tech [sic] in- less to figure out what I wanted to
dustry,” McGrath said.
do....There are so many kinds of
Later in their presentation, Per- opportunities in technology….It’s
ry and McGrath shifted gears and up to us to help you find them and
discussed the ways in which wom- explore them,” she added.
en could utilize their liberal arts
The speakers also discussed the
education to develop a successful imbalance of genders in the field
career in technology. “How you of technology and how that led to
prepare and leverage a liberal arts Perry’s creation of AllTech. “When
degree…is how you make your I go meet with tech [sic] compagame plan,” Perry said.
nies, I see 80 percent men [and] 20
Both Perry and McGrath spoke percent women. 70 percent men
about their unexpected paths to and 30 percent women is really the
Features Editor

“When I was
sitting here in
this room in
college, I had
no idea [the
technology
industry] existed, and I wish
I did because
perhaps it
would’ve taken
three years less
to figure out
what I wanted
to do.”

best it gets—even at big companies
like Google and Facebook. Over
the last 30 years, the numbers for
women have reduced for some
reason,” Perry explained.
She said her idea for AllTech
came when she was in her hometown working with young women. When she asked them what
careers they wanted to pursue,
nobody mentioned technology. “I
was like ‘Why aren’t you considering technology?’ It was really
just because they weren’t aware,”
Perry said.
After mentoring several young
women, she said it was encouraging to start hearing her mentees
say they wanted to go into a legal career in technology or a human resources role in technology.
“[Men] go for jobs that they have
two out of ten qualifications for.
Women go for jobs with eight out
of ten [qualifications]. You have
to build the confidence to position yourself for your first job,
for a promotion, to be CEO…A
lot of the time it’s difficult for us
women but you’ve got to practice,” Perry said.
That was the goal of the information session: to provide a starting point for women in the audience to start practicing. Perry and
McGrath provided specific examples of how they would respond to
interview questions and the types
of questions they ask employers.
They also spoke about strategies
to develop a “winning game plan”
for various careers.
Though it was intended to be an
information session, it ran much
more like a conversation between
friends. Their presentation was
interactive, and the atmosphere
was relaxed and supportive. “As
a sophomore, I’m not really sure
what exactly I want to do after
Colby yet, but meeting Grace and
Lauren was extremely helpful with
how to get started. They gave us
tools and advice about how to approach our job searches in a confident and successful way while also
acting as resources for us whenever we need them,” Sarah Taft ’18
said. For more information, visit
http://www.alltechteam.org/

Perry created AllTech after seeing gender imbalance in technology.

Courtesy of Simone Leung | The Colby Echo

The speakers discussed ways to leverage athlete skills.

Courtesy of Simone Leung | The Colby Echo

Millman ’16 presents at Story Time

Millman discussed the difference between intent and impact in our community.

Courtesy of SGA
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Kensinger discusses decision to transfer, transition to Colby

Kensinger discussed academic differences between St. Andrews and Colby

B Y C ARLI J AFF

Managing Editor
John Kensinger ’17, a transfer
student from the University of
St. Andrews, is a global studies
major with a focus on Southeast
Asia. Kensinger has become very
involved in the Colby community since he arrived on the Hill in
late August. “I really enjoy reading, especially stuff [that is] fit-

Courtesy of John Kensinger

ness/ health related. Since coming to Colby, I’ve joined the club
Water Polo team and [I] am also
a member of the Junior Class
Council,” Kensinger wrote in an
email correspondence.
Although Kensinger is from
Los Angeles, he wanted the opportunity to see the world during his college experience. “I
originally chose St. Andrews because I wanted the opportunity
to travel and see as much of the

world as possible. Accordingly,
attending such an international
university that is within reach of
so many travel destination was a
no-brainer,” he said.
While he enjoyed his first two
years in Scotland, Kensinger
began to crave more of a liberal arts experience. “I chose to
transfer to Colby because I felt
like I was missing something
academically at St. Andrews.
As St. Andrews runs on a rigid academic system—meaning
that you apply in for your major and focus predominantly
on courses pertaining to that
major throughout your undergraduate career - there was
little chance to explore other
academic subjects that interested
me,” he explained.
He decided to change the
path of his educational career:
“In the end, I ended up feeling
a little bit removed from my
initial degree choice and found
myself slightly frustrated. On
the other hand, Colby’s liberal
arts curriculum has allowed me
to take more classes, especially
ones that may not pertain to my
major but still interest me; this
is my main reason for transferring.” In addition, Kensinger realized he desired a smaller, more
intimate community.
He continued, “Furthermore,
Colby’s size allows for more interaction with both peers and
professors, an important component in a satisfying undergraduate experience, in my option.”
St. Andrews and Colby are
two extremely different schools,
and Kensinger noted these differences during his interview.
“Academically, the biggest difference is illustrated by the lack
of course layout at St. Andrews
versus Colby. Socially, there
was much more autonomy that
came with downtown at St. Andrews, particularly due to the

lower drinking age (18 years)
as well as the touristy (and on
the rare sunny day, bustling) atmosphere of the town,” he said.
Kensinger now enjoys a more
campus-centered social life as
well as the outdoor experience
that Maine offers.
While Kensinger acknowledges
the
differences
between St. Andrews and Colby,
he has also begun
to recognize certain
similarities: “While
there are definitely
many differences
[between the two
schools], I’d say
that one thing that
certainly
unites
the schools is their
student’s drive and
ability in planning
and providing fun
events. Whether academic, athletic, or
social, both schools
have been able to
cater well to interests outside of the
classroom and normal school hours.”
There are a variety of difficulties involved with
being a transfer
student, but Kensinger states that the academic
transition has been the hardest
aspect for him thus far. “The biggest difficulty for me has been the
academic work load. I was used to
much more academic autonomy in
the sense that I would only have a
few assignments for every week or
so, whereas at Colby I constantly
have work to do! While not necessarily more difficult, it has certainly been more overwhelming,”
Kensinger explained.
While the academic transition has been difficult for Kens-

inger, especially as a junior, he
is grateful for the friends he has
made and the welcoming nature
of the Colby community: “I’ve
had the chance to meet some really amazing people and have begun to cultivate friendships that
I know will last long after the
Colby years.”
Kensinger is also
thankful for the
help that his professors gave him
throughout
this
transition. “Coming in, the professors and staff
were
incredibly
helpful in guiding me throughout
the class selection
process.
Many
professors
were
very patient with
my constant course
swapping and were
able to help me get
everything sorted
out right off the bat,”
Kensinger wrote.
Kensinger has
begun to find his
place at the College, but he notes
John Kensinger that it took him
time due
Class of 2017 ato long
the College’s
close-knit
community. At the end
of the interview, Kensinger offered advice to possible incoming students: “My only piece of
advice would be to know that it
definitely takes time to get settled, especially in such a tightknit community where joining
in at first can seem bit difficult.
Once you find the right people,
classes, and activities, the rest
begins to fall into place. Personally, I’m just beginning to feel
comfortable at Colby, and it has
been almost two months since I
first arrived.”

“Colby’s size
allows for more
interaction
with both peers
and professors,
an important
component
in a satisfying
undergraduate
experience, in
my opinion.”

Student mentors partner with South End Teen Center
SETC] is intended to provide
a safe and supportive spot for
Features Editor
teenagers, many of whom would
be home alone otherwise, from
Most students on the Hill have after school until 5pm,” Gregsnot ventured far beyond Main ton said.
Street and Kennedy MemoOn their website, they list
rial Drive, but a small group of some of the services they ofvolunteers visit the south end fer: structured programming to
of Waterville every week to in- help youth make safe and healthy
teract with lodecisions, daily afcal youth at the
ter school snacks,
South End Teen
entertainment,
Center (SETC).
homework help, a
“The south end
full computer lab,
in general is
community sernot a very ofvice projects, speten visited area
cial events, field
of Waterville, as
trips, and life skills
it’s mostly residevelopment.
dential....
The
Furthermore,
perception [and]
the SETC provides
experience
of
Waterville students
Waterville that
with healthy relawe get from
tionships. Mentors
Mayflower Hill
from Colby, like
is very different
Gregston, often play
from the reality
rousing games of
that those who
basketball, knockhave lived in the
out, jenga, and
area their whole
chess, and can even
lives experience,”
take SETC teenagThomas Gregsers onto Colby’s
ton ’16 said.
campus in an atAccording to
tempt to unify the
the
Kennebec
two communities.
Valley
Action
But the South
Program
webEnd Teen Censite, the SETC is
ter’s goal is not
open to young
only to provide
people in the
entertainment for
greater
Waterlocal teenagers.
Thomas Gregston
ville area and
The SETC also
aims to provide
attempts to mitiClass
of
2016
a secure and
gate poverty in
caring environthe greater Wament for teens to
terville area by
spend time with their peers after offering a safe, inclusive space
school. Working in collabora- for local teens to grow. This
tion with the Alfond Youth Cen- safe space is balanced by SETC’s
ter and the Waterville Area Boys high standards of accountabil& Girls Club, “essentially, [the ity. Many students walk dogs for

B Y S IMONE L EUNG

“...It has given
me an alternative connection
to Waterville.
The staff and
students have
enriched my
perspective of
the area, and
also challenged
me in ways that
you don’t normally find on
campus.”

The SETC attempts to offer a safe, inclusive space for local teens to grow.

a local resident who is unable, a
job designed to give students a
sense of responsibility and valuable experience working on a
civic engagement project. Meanwhile, attendees must do chores
around the center, cooking and
cleaning up for afternoon meals.
Thus, the SETC is more than just
a place to have fun; it is intended to spur growth and empower
impoverished teenagers.
This empowerment initially
inspired Gregston, who was first
introduced to the SETC through
the Colby Volunteer Center

(CVC), to attend the program
regularly. Now, Gregston leads
the Colby volunteer program
for the SETC and brings several students to the center every
week.
“I first got involved
through the CVC, and immediately I fell in love with the
program and the kids, which
has kept me coming back year
after year. Being able to volunteer at the teen center has had
a profound impact on me, as it
has given me an alternative connection to Waterville. The staff
and students have enriched my

Courtesy of South End Teen Center

perspective of the area, and also
challenged me in ways that you
don’t normally find on campus,”
Gregston said.
But for Gregston, placing himself in situations well outside his
comfort zone are the most rewarding.
“I think it’s an incredible experience to have, as it forces
you outside your comfort zone,
but also allows you to meet
some genuinely amazing kids
who are funny and passionate
and never afraid to call you out
for something.
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Letter from the Editors:
Loyal Echo Enthusiasts,
Over these past two weeks, we’ve run two news articles looking
at the various ways in which the Administration is working to
educate and support students when it comes to a pervasive crime
that strikes colleges and communities, nationally and internationally, on a regular basis: sexual assault. Throughout these past weeks,
we’ve looked specifically at the instances outlined in Colby’s Clerymandated Annual Security Report as well as the voluntary HEDS
survey. While Colby undeniably has some problems with sexual
misconduct, we would like to take a moment to reflect on the positives.
In our last issue, we discussed the seemingly unprecedented levels
of transparency that the Administration has strived for over the
past couple of years, and we believe that carries over to the issue
of sexual assault. During our research, Eustis was nothing but
candid as the staff—namely Dean Terhune, Dr. Bradley, and Director Schusterbauer—outlined the steps they have taken to prevent
sexual violence and how they still have work to do.
Having an administration that is willing to shed light on its shortcomings, especially when those shortcomings relate to an issue that
is not only abhorrent but at the center of a national dialogue, is
not only admirable, but brave. A willingness to put student welfare
above a desire for artificial statistics is why we love Colby. Based
on the path they’ve taken, we can see why 92.4 percent of students
“agree or strongly agree that faculty, staff, and administrators are
genuinely concerned about students’ welfare” in the HEDS survey.
We hope that in the years to come, the Administration will stick to
the idea that even one instance of sexual misconduct is too many.
Moving forward, we also hope that the students will stay supportive
of each other and the administration’s efforts. Colby students in the
past have started national movements, such as Party With Consent
in 2012. We would like to see continued conversations, ongoing
support, and increased transparency for sexual assault as well as
victims of sexual assault on our campus.
Sincerely,
Jake Bleich & Kiernan Somers
Co-Editors-in-Chief
Carli Jaff
Managing Editor
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Why Hillary’s emails matter
Last Wednesday night during invaded Afghanistan, as opposed
the democratic debate, Bernie to our own invasion in Libya that
Sanders complained that he was effectively left the country in
tired of hearing about Hillary chaos, which is what happened
Clinton’s “damn emails.” This in 2011 under Clinton.
statement was met with rapturThe second reason voters
ous applause from the democrat- should be concerned about Clinic audience and a maniacal grin ton’s use of a private server is
from Clinton. To many, this was because it poses a grave national
the moment where Clinton final- security threat. A Secretary of
ly put this issue to bed, for the State naturally handles highly
email scandal and its related in- classified information, which is
vestigations plagued the Clinton the precise reason why they are
campaign all summer, leaving a required to use a government selarge dent in her poll numbers. cured email for official business.
Fortunately, the scandal is
Indeed, there is an ongoing FBI
not over and will not be
investigation into the matover for sometime beter that has concluded that
cause the issue is subsome of the documents
stantive, not a mere
on the email contained
Ian
partisan attack as
classified information.
Mansfield Now, the main objecClinton bills it.
For voters, Clintive of the investigation
ton’s use of a private
has shifted to consider
email server should be
whether or not her private
a serious concern. Firstly,
email server was breached, an
her actions represent the first act that could have far reaching
time a Secretary of State has used consequences.
a private email server to conduct We saw how
official business. Colin Powell, detrimental the
for example, used a private email Snowden leaks
address for personal matters, but were to US inhe also used a government email terests, diploto fulfill his duties as Secretary matic relationof State. This transgression on ships, and most
the part of Clinton poses a whole importantly, to
host of problems for the United the safety of US
States. For one, this leaves a gap- officials abroad.
ing hole in the information sur- F u r t h e r m o r e ,
rounding Clinton’s tenure as Sec- we have seen
retary of State.
the
measure
Historians will rely upon this other nations
information to capture the lega- have taken to
cy of Clinton’s time in office for gain access into
generations to come. We might classified govas well go ahead and put an as- ernment files.
terisk next to Clinton’s name Look no further
when discussing her tenure be- than
China’s
cause she was able to systemati- hack on the Ofcally delete any incriminating in- fice of Personformation regarding her time in nel
Manageoffice with complete discretion. ment earlier this year that gave
This becomes especially impor- them access to the personal infortant when we consider how she mation of over 21.5 million fedis the first Secretary of State eral employees. Imagine the measince 1979 to have an ambassa- sures a country like China would
dor killed under her watch. That take to learn about the classified
tragic event in 1979 occurred diplomatic and strategic policy
months after the Soviet Union of the United States. Let us hope

Monday Night
is Colby Night at
Silver Street Tavern.
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China assumed that the most important diplomat in the US wasn’t
using a Gmail account for her job.
The last and perhaps most important reason for voters to be
concerned about the email scandal
is how it relates to the plethora of
other scandals surrounding the
Clintons—most notably, the concerns surrounding the use of State
Department contacts to further the
interests of the Clinton Foundation. This was the subject of a New
York Times article earlier this year.
It detailed the transfer of money
from Russian banks to the Clinton
Foundation and to the Clintons
personally through speech fees, as
well as the corresponding work on
behalf of the Clintons in brokering the sale of the largest uranium
producer in North America to a
uranium manufacturer owned by
the Russian state.
Seeing how Russia holds the
largest nuclear arsenal in world—
that is growing a far larger pace
then that of the
United States—
and is increasingly expressing hostility to
the US and its
allies, the fact
that they own a
uranium manufacturer in our
country should
be of great concern. Since it
appears that we
are entering a
Cold War 2.0
with Russia, evidenced by proxy
wars in Ukraine
in Syria, we can
have the Clintons to thank
for selling Russia one of our
uranium producers.
It behooves every American to
educate themselves on the various issues surrounding Clinton’s
use of a private email server so
that we may determine whether
or not she is the right person to
lead this country.

“The scandal
is not over and
will not be over
for sometime
because the issue
is substantive,
not a mere
partisan attack as
Clinton bills it.”

CJ Smith
Business &
Advertising Manager

Advertising: Advertising is available local and regional businesses. Please
contact Business & Advertising Manager CJ Smith at the his e-mail address (listed under “Subscriptions”).
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A brave new bark: what if animals spoke? A review of hatty things,
Imagine a normal morning at
Colby College. We wake up, get
dressed, and leave our dorms for
breakfast and classes. As we begin walking, we notice the same
squirrels that we see on campus
every day. As always, our feelings towards the squirrels are an
enigma; they are comforting yet
confusing, entertaining yet concerning, comical yet strangely
terrifying. But today, as we look
over to observe their strange habits, one of the squirrels looks right
at us and exclaims “good morning” in perfectly formed English.
For some reason, on this
morning, every single species on
our planet has gained the power
of human speech. They know
our languages, and can therefore communicate with us in the
same way that we communicate
with each other. It’s an interesting thought - what if we actually
lived in a world where this was
the case? What would change?
First off, we probably have to
make the assumption that because animals have gained the
power of human speech, they
have also gained the power of
human intelligence, too. Given
that most species don’t even have
the ability to think, much less organize thoughts and sentences,
it would be unlikely that they
could communicate with us even
if they had speaking ability. So
let’s imagine that animals have
both gained the power to speak,
and the power to think and communicate to the level that we do.
People’s immediate thoughts
would probably be ones of a
much happier world, a world
where animals rights would
greatly grow because we would
respect animals on a different
level than we do now. Because we
would look at animals more like
ourselves, beloved foods such

as hamburgers and fish n’ chips
would become far less popular
in society. The number of animal rights activists would greatly grow, and although history of
human oppression suggests that
it might take a while, eventually we would respect animals to the level that we
do each other.
But to me, it’s more
Ethan
important to note that, Schuler
ironically, we could
probably also come to
disrespect animals as
much as we do each other.
There are actually many ways
that humans often think of animals more highly than people.
We love our household pets such
as dogs and cats because of their
blind loyalty; even if they whine
at times, they can’t actually ar-

“For some reason,
on this morning,
every single species
on our planet
has gained the
power of human
speech.... what if
we actually lived in
a world where this
was the case? ”
gue with us or communicate
with us in the same way people
do. Because of this, having them
around gives us a certain level of
comfort. If suddenly these ani-

mals became able to communicate with us like people, those
endearing qualities would go
away, and we might not appreciate them as much.
Furthermore, many people
also argue that our intellectual capacity as humans compared to animals has caused us to
do more harm than
good. Animals don’t
pollute, animals don’t
murder each other for
no apparent reason,
even if animals are selfish they don’t have the same
capacity for “evil” as humans do.
So if animals had the same intellectual capacity and speaking
capacity as people, by this logic,
wouldn’t they then follow this
track too? The world might become even worse off, and eventually, despite an initial moment
of respect for animals, we might
come to disrespect them as much
as we do our own kind.
At the very least, everyone
has other people they strongly
dislike. People might love a certain animal, but not many of us
love all people. So with all this
in mind, imagine that same normal morning years later. Same
morning, people walking to the
same classes, watching a similar
squirrel on campus.
Now, the squirrel saying
“good morning” is completely
normal, but in a strange way, the
way we feel about the squirrel is
just as ambiguous as it would
have been before. We might love
and appreciate the squirrel, we
might loathe it. We might want
to help it, we might want to
hurt it. Our feelings toward this
squirrel now could be much different than our feelings towards
it before it could speak, but they
could also be exactly the same.

societally and empirically
Today was a special day for me: tes, who proclaimed, “Hats make
I wore a hat. And I don’t usually me feel more confident. In a world
wear hats. What’s the point? I’ve of unfamiliarity, the constant vision
pondered this question many of the brim provides comfort and
times while scratching my head incense.” I was with you up until
and shampooing my hair. But to- that last word, Petes. Not quite sure
day I sucked it up and wore one. what you’re getting at. Interestingly,
Some would call it an exanother interviewee said that
periment; others would
he liked hats because they
call it “I found it in
“protect the sun.” Clearly
the spa.” Either way, I
many students have a tenBen
learned that hats, no
uous grasp on the world
Brougham around them.
matter how inconsequential they seem,
After weeding out the
have the power to
lunatics, I found that the
change a person.
most common reasons that
I felt the stares of camColby students break out the
pus girls, sensed the eyes
headwear are cold weather and bad
of jealous males behind me as I hair days, two things that are in no
passed. It was just an ordinary day. short supply around here. These
But soon I realized the hat’s utility. are far from the only two reasons
As I write this, I can proudly state to wear hats, however. Tommy
that I did not get a sunburn all day. wears hats because he doesn’t like
Not one. And the sun didn’t get in the shape of his head. Sorry, Tommy eyes most of the time.
my, you’re head is still weird. Earl
As incredible as my time with the Lampshade wears hats when he
hat was, I knew I had just scratched has good hair days. Joe Schmidtenthe surface of its potential. So, as I hausenbaucher wears hats so the
did in my previous article, I turned Mets win the World Series.
to local Colby students. I started
In an experiment to determine
with my generous hat donor AJ Pe- the short-term effects of hatwearing, I asked JG Grizzle, a local birdwatcher who only wears
hats when it’s cold, to try on a
red Washington Nationals hat.
Grizzle later wrote of the experience, “It gave me a slight sense of
badassery. Like, I felt the same,
but strangely different.” Different indeed, Grizz. I bet you didn’t
even get a sunburn. And if it had
been raining, the top of your head
would have stayed slightly drier.
Take that, naysayers.

“I learned that hats,
no matter how
inconsequential
they seem, have
the power to
change a person.”

Editorial Cartoon
State of the Students: Midterms Edition

Graphic by Wes Zebrowski

Hats: 4/5 stars
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Art students and professors tour New York art scene
den ’16, visiting the Museum of
Modern Art was a highlight of
News Staff
the trip. “I really enjoyed going
to MoMA the first night. There
Over fall break, 13 Colby art were exhibits featuring famous
majors and three Colby faculty Dada paintings, adjacent to
members traveled too New York new modern interactive perforCity on a Colby sponsored trip. mance exhibits. It was an eclecThe trip, made possible by the tic mix and I really liked that,”
Mirken Family Endowment for Alden said.
Education, allowed students to
For other students, the Muexplore the art world by taking seum of Modern Art PS1 was a
them to one of the most excit- favorite. “We got a private, ining art hubs in the United States. depth tour of the empty museum
This year, trip coordinators as we got to see their new exhiMirken
Family
bition (“Greater
Postbaccalaureate
New York”) be inFellow in Museum
stalled,” explained
Practice Francisca
Peterson. “PS1 is
Moraga
López,
located in an old
Assistant Profespublic school,” she
sor of Art Marta
continued, “so the
Ameri, and Assospace is incredible
ciate Professor of
and features unArt Gary Green
common exhibiselected New York
tion spaces such as
because of its rich
stairwells and an
art history, hunold boiler room.
dreds of galleries,
Our guides there
and variety of muwere so enthusiseums. This is the
astic and besides
second year the
giving us a tour,
trip has been run.
were very willing
Taylor Peterson
to talk about their
’16, one of the stuexperiences workdents on the trip,
ing in a museum.”
explained her inIn addition to
Gary Green
terest in spending
museum
explofall break in New
ration,
students
Associate Professor of Art
York: “I was exwere able to meet
cited to visit and
Colby
Alumni
re-visit many of
currently
workthe museums we
ing in the arts. At
saw and to meet
Debra Bell’s phopeople—some Colby alumni— tography gallery on the Upper
who are involved in the arts. I East Side, students met with Kat
thought it would help me work McElroy ’13, a current employee
on considering what I might of the gallery and a past employwant to do after Colby.” Luck- ee for a New York auction house.
ily for Peterson, the itinerary At The Whitney, the group met
included museum visits, gal- with Kayla Zemski `09, who
lery explorations, and meet- currently serves as The Whitings with Colby alumni from ney’s special gifts coordinator.
the New York art world.
Professor Green thought the mix
Over the course of the week- of art-related professionals was
end, students visited the Mu- especially important, saying:
seum of Modern Art, The Met- “each person we talked to ofropolitan Museum of Art, the fered a different perspective on
Whitney, and the Museum of the professional art world. For
Modern Art PS1. For Kate Al- instance, it was really interesting

BY MICHAELA MORRIS

“This trip was
really about
being
together as
artists and
exploring the
art world in
New York.”

to hear Kayla talk about the financial side of the art world, as
opposed to the curatorial side.”
Jacob Zheng ’16 also appreciated the opportunities to speak
with recent alumni, saying “I
really enjoyed the conversations that we had with the two
recent NESCAC alumni at the
Whitney, since they offered career information that was very
relatable to us.”
The trip also included a visit
to the studio of Peter Soriano P
’16, a contemporary American
artist and parent of Francesca
Soriano ’16. Alden especially
enjoyed these trips to private
galleries: “I’m an art and com-

puter science double major,
and I’ve been considering careers in web design and graphic
design. I had the chance to see
how private galleries operated
and their experience with web
sites. I got very inspired and
am thinking about taking more
non traditional art classes to
finish up my major, particularly ones that give me more
experience in design!”
For Alden, the trip has already helped shape pieces of
her future. “I think all art majors should go on this trip, even
if they are on the fence about a
career in art. I learned a lot of
valuable information about how

Students look on as esteemed art conservator Marco Grassi explains his work in painting restoration.

Literary Musings

A plea for the return of handwriting
I like to watch people write. Handwrite. I watch the way their fingers
curve around a pen, crunched
into a crab-like grip like
mine or gracefully spread
along the bottom to guide
the ink. I watch pens leave
trails of ink that form letters and words and ideas,
filling up blank sheets with
blue and black that leave ink
splotches on our skin, that are
the simple combination of the mind,
hand, pen, and paper.
I often zone out
while I write, staring as my pen leaves
mesmerizing, endlessly curling, almost
illegible loops of
black script on the
page, my hand feeling the weight and
shape of every letter
as it writes. I find
that words pour out
more easily, and not
only that, but that I
feel more in tune to
them because I crafted them. I shaped
them, formed them,
chose capitals or
lowercase,
made
them big or small
or neat or messy.
I made that letter,
made that script “q”
loop in a circle and dive down into
an oval, back up on the line to dis-

solve into the “u”.
This is all lost on the computer.
That’s not to say that computers aren’t incredibly
helpful and make things
Cleo easier (not to mention I’d
Auckland probably get papers back
from my professors covered in question marks
begging for handwriting clarification and shaking
their heads at my elementary
school teachers), but there’s a little
bit of distance.
This
distance
comes when I’m
physically typing.
It’s almost mindless
on the computer,
an endless tapping
of keys that make
sentences that get
underlined in red
by Microsoft Word
and then moved
into a folder within
a folder and get lost
in my hard drive. I
also don’t look at my
hands when I’m typing (damn you, Type
To Learn 3) and I
feel I lose something
when I just push
buttons and letters
appear miraculously
on the screen in
front of me, reflected in my glazed eyes. Anyone could
be doing that. The text is anony-

I lose
something
when I just
push buttons
and they
appear
miraculously
on the screen
in front
of me...

mous, could be put there by anyone
in the world instead of watching it
impressed on paper by my pen and
hand. I almost don’t trust it. There’s
also a ridiculous amount of distraction that comes with writing on the
computer: while I wrote this, I simultaneously checked Facebook, responded to some unread messages,
read about the Democratic debate
online, read an email, and responded to some texts. When I’m writing
in my notebook, I stare at the walls
in my room covered in posters and
listen to The Fleet Foxes, my gaze
unfocused and my pen gently resting against my cheek, until it swoops
back onto the paper to shape more
letters amidst spools of curling hair
that are unwinding on the page as I
lean over it.
There’s also the incredible personal touch you get when you read
something handwritten by someone
else. Letters are just immediately so
much more involved, emotional,
and intimate. It’s one step down
from physically listening to someone
read their writing out loud, and you
get the feeling of being connected to
the words they made. Text is blank,
generic, filled with emotion that’s
glazed and airbrushed with formality and uniformity. It’s easy to read
and neater, and fits in careful perfect
margins and equally spaced lines,
but it’s nameless. I sometimes wish
I could get little letters from people
delivered to me immediately in
paper airplane or owl form like in

Harry Potter instead of through my
phone. Or that I could see someone’s
handwriting craft the text on my
iPhone, for electronic and environmental facility. JK Rowling and I are
in talks on this.
I stuff scraps of paper, letters, tickets, stickers, and postcards in my
journal, all the while covering it in
designs and doodles and stamps and
notes from myself and other people.
It’s heavy with my words, heavy with
stories and characters and musings
and scrawled phrases that all have
incredible significance to me. I know
it’s mine. I know when I got bored
and penned in illustrations for notes
on Candide in French, have memorized the curves and impressions
where I pressed deep onto the page,
the diagrams, notes scrawled on
the margins that I made, notes that
other people have written and fullpage illustrations of the New York
City skyline. My plea for a return
to handwriting is mostly a personal
endeavor, and I’ve started creating
stories in my notebook immediately
when I think of them rather than
title a blank Word document with
my name and a blinking cursor. So
if you’re willing, write something
down once in a while other than
notes for class. It doesn’t have to be a
diary entry or an angsty teen drama,
but just be empty and watch your
thoughts materialize on the paper,
and watch your pen lead the way like
the leader of a parade holding the
cap as a flag.

the major can translate over into
many jobs.”
However, as much as the trip
was about networking and career opportunities, it was also
about connecting with other art
majors. For Professor Green,
this was the highlight of the trip.
“The first night we were there,
we had a terrific dinner at a
pizza restaurant in Midtown. It
was a great ice-breaking opportunity to get to know everyone
on the trip. It is so important to
have both studio art majors and
art history majors together. This
trip was really about being together as artists and exploring
the art world in New York.”

Courtesy of Taylor Schlichting ’16

Pen to Paper

Human
Nature
by Kelly McCarthy
Grass grows from scalps
limbs coarse with bark
my smile cracks as the
dry soil of my cheeks breaks
into pieces, falling to the floor
of flesh lined with peach fuzz
and the Earth’s sweat
we shower in the air’s tears
after swimming in rivers of blood
kayaking the arteries
of the ground’s skeleton
in hopes to cleanse ourselves
of these red stains
but we blossom with moisture
walk with razor-edged toes
of branches upon a land that
moans and complains
as we puncture its skin
a terrain that rises and
falls with each [
] breath
our grass hair falls
and lightens to ochre
our lips rough and barren
with cracks as the rivers cease
to flow and our soil fills the Earth’s
bodily crevices

Arts & Entertainment

Waterville, Maine

Performance collective The Space We
Make colloborates with student artists
unusual spaces.
Of
the
multidisciplinary
News Staff
group, Scholl explains, “We
work predominantly in music
Friday October 23 marks the and dance, but all of our artists
opening of Making Space, a con- are polyglots who get to try a lot
cert featuring original dance and of different things and experitheater works inspired by this ment with different mediums.”
year’s campus-wide arts and huThrough their work with
manities theme of Human/Na- students at Colby, Scholl and
ture. Amongst the several per- Thomas-Train are continuing
formances that will be featured to build the latest piece for their
in the concert,
company,
Deloaudience members
res | Stroke. “It
will
experience
is something we
the
multidiscihave been workplinary piece, Deing on with our
lores | Stroke.
dancers and musiPerformed by
cians in New York,
six student dancand we are using
ers and choreothe students here
graphed by guest
at Colby to aid in
artists
Simon
the further deT h o m a s - Tr a i n
velopment of the
and Caitlin Scholl,
work and create the
the piece will be
next iteration of it,”
the manifestation
says Simon.
of a project the
The piece, intwo artists have
spired by the Fishbeen working on
er King legend as
within their perwell as writings by
formance collecJungian Psycholotive The Space
gists, explores the
We Make. Based
many facets of
out of Brooklyn,
traditional gender
the group seeks
roles and how we
to push the limits
build the mascuCaitlin Scholl
of traditional perline and feminine
formance art.
parts of our own
The Space We Make
Scholl, a writer
identities. Delores
Co-founder
and musician, and
| Stroke requires
Thomas-Train, a
collaboration bec h o r e o g r a p h e r,
tween the dancdancer, and graders, while the enuate of Middlebury College, co- ergy and work of the students
founded the group with a shared shapes what we see. “I just prounderstanding of the important vide a container for it,” explains
role geography plays in the con- Thomas-Train, who directed
struction of local identity. The the students through the dance
group was thus born as a means portion of the piece. “I come to
for exploring the complex ways the space with some ideas, but
in which performance art can you have to be ready to change
be viewed, experienced, and those ideas,” he explained.
performed in surprising and
The students describe the

BY TAYLOR SCHLICHTING

“We work
predominantly
in music and
dance, but all
of our artists
are polyglots
who get to try
a lot of
different
things”

Making Space
Oct. 24
7:30 p.m.
Runnals Building

Colby Symphony
Orchestra
Oct. 24
7:30 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel

Natural World
Performance
Oct. 26
7:00 p.m.
Runnals Building

JOKAS ’
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
Shipyard Summer Ale
$17.99 per case
New shipment of discounted
beer this Thursday!
Woodchuck Summertime Cider
with hints of blueberry
12 cans for $9.99
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228

Backstage Pass

Whistler: Nature and Nation

Panelists discussed the importance of art museums as educational centers.

work as having a very collaborative nature as well as prompting self-awareness. “We’re never
doing anything alone and every
single moment we are looking
at each other deciding what we
are going to do next as a group,”
says student dancer Nellie LaValle ’18. “We have to become
more instinctual, and make
choices,” she explained.
Julia Borges ’18, a fellow
dancer, is fascinated by the innovation of the piece. “The way
they think is so outside the box.
We’re constantly having to work
and rework these problems and
equations in relation to each
other,” said Borges. “It has been
a lot of self discovery and learning how effective the body has
to become,” she added.
“You get to know the other
performers so much more. Not
so much mentally, but physically,” said dancer Lucy Soucek ’18.
In terms of what the audience can expect, ThomasTrain explains that there is “a
lot of beautiful live music that
[Scholl] has created, sung with
students. There’s video projection, there’s speaking,” he says.
“There are sections within the
piece when the dancers are responding to things they have
never heard before, it is an unexperienced thing for them.”
“Anyone who is taking a gender studies class should just go,”
Scholl adds.
In addition to Delores | Stroke,
the concert will include the
fifth annual First Year Dance
Project, the first annual First
Year Theater Project, as well as
a vignette by professional dancers and musicians of The Space
We Make, each of which is sure
to offer a unique perspective
and interpretation on the world
of performance art.
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The Intern: An unexpected
exploration of gender roles

Izzy Zaidi | The Colby Echo

Slam Poetry
Oct. 28
7:00 p.m.
Pugh Center

On a chilly October night during Fall Break, my mom and I
rushed into Showcase Cinema de Lux, bundled in
coats and scarves. We
were both giddy with
excitement, as we had
been waiting to see The
Intern practically since
we saw the first trailer.
I’m happy to say that the
film did not disappoint.
The Intern, written and directed by Nancy Meyers and
starring Robert DeNiro and
Anne Hathaway, tells the story
of retired Ben Whittaker (DeNiro) and his journey working
for a high-strung and successful founder of an online clothing company, Jules Ostin (Hathaway). Although Hathaway’s
character begins the movie not
wanting to associate with her
“new-old” intern, we watch as
their relationship progresses
and they grow from coworkers
to friends.
Although The Intern isn’t
generating any Oscar buzz, it’s
certainly a feel-good movie
that appeals to audiences of
a variety of ages, as well as to
both men and women. We immediately sympathize and grow
to love Ben, who is “the benign
face of patriarchy, a gentler,
kinder father figure who comes
equipped with a laundered
handkerchief and the wisdom
of the elders,” as said by the

New York Times. Although Jules
is harder to relate to at first, we
also grow to understand
and appreciate the intriof her character
Carli cacies
as Meyers provides
Jaff
more exposition. Jules
faces difficulties both
at work and at home
that force us to empathize with her. We watch
her attempt to handle her
busy and overwhelming lifestyle, all while striving to stay
cool, calm, and collected.
Although the Times states
that Ben is “the benign face
of patriarchy”, the review also
discusses the gender roles that
Jules and Ben represent in the
film. Jules is, at first glance, the
21st century’s typical workingwoman: powerful, chic, and
someone who has it all. What
the Times so cleverly points
out, however, is that while
Jules may think she has it all,
she truly doesn’t; she has to
hold on with white knuckles
to keep her life perfect. Times
columnist Manohla Dargis
writes, “Jules’s problem is as familiar as the last headline that
recycled the plagues of career
women who want it all, apparently can’t have it all and are
unsure if they want any of it in
the first place.” Thus, the character of Jules Ostin and the life
she leads made me reconsider
the type of woman that Meyers

portrays in this film. Is Jules a
strong, 21st century workingwoman? Or is she a more stereotypical female that needs
a husband and children to be
comfortable and consider herself successful?
On the other hand, Ben’s
character is an interesting type
of man, as we see him at a point
past his “glory days”: he worked
as a VP for a phonebook manufacturing company for over 20
years and lived happily with
his wife and son. However, we
meet Ben as a 70-year-old retiree and widower who relies
on his son and grandchildren
to keep him busy and content.
He works for a woman much
younger than him, driving her
around and doing the busy
work for which she doesn’t
have time, such as cleaning up
a cluttered table that acts as a
motif throughout the film.
This clash of gender roles
mentioned by the Times had
me rethink the ways in which
Meyers presents gender in The
Intern, as I originally believed
that Meyers was attempting
to “shake up” gender spheres;
I now am not so sure. The Intern introduces many different
ideas about man and womanhood and the different stages of
life that we all must go through;
in conjunction, these two aspectsmake for a very interesting, layered, and dynamic film.
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Write for the Echo!
Ad space also available!
Email Kiernan Somers
(kjsomers@colby.edu),
Jake Bleich,
(jbbleich@colby.edu)
or
Carli Jaff
(crjaff@colby.edu)

Trivia Fact:
The color “orange” is
named after the fruit.

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

How excited are you for Star Wars?

“I wish I’d studied for Hatch’s IR exam instead of watching the trailer.”
- Will Levesque ’18

“I remember seeing the first movie in theaters!”
- Kiernan Somers ’17

“We watched the trailer in math class today.”
- Lily Lake ’19

“I am aroused.”
- Will Walkey ’18

Sports

Waterville, Maine
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Golf looks ahead to Women’s Tennis goes 4-0
success next season
BY RUSS OLLIS
Staff Wrtier

tain from East Greenwich, Rhode
BY LIAM WELCH
Island, led the Mules to a third place
Contributor
finish on a serene fall day at the Waterville Country Club. The tournaThe Colby golf team completed ment also consisted of selected pairs
their final two weeks of the season from Bates College, Thomas Colwith a ninth place
lege, and University of
finish at the NESMaine at Presque Isle.
CAC Fall Qualifier
But, the final rounds
and a third place
of the season don’t refinish at the Colby
flect the bright future
Classic. In these
for Colby golf.
final tournaments,
“We will have a lot
the Mules showof time to work on our
cased their depth
swings this offseason,”
with top finishes
said sophomore Charfrom two different
lie Ruhl ’18 of Barteammates. Geoff
rington, Rhode Island.
Sullivan ’17 led
“We’re planning on
the team with a
adding some matches
Charlie Ruhl
79 on the first day
in the spring, which
of the NESCAC
we have never done in
Class of 2018
Fall Qualifier. The
the past. It should reTopsfield,
Mass.
ally help us improve
native then shot an
and become ready for
87 on the second day, and finished next fall.”
tied for 29th among individual golfHe also alluded to the developers. Nick O’Connor ’19 of Canton, ment of the team as a whole, and
Massachusetts also shot notably how the golfers appreciated each
consistent scores of 87 and 88 on the other more as the season proweekend, which placed him 41st in gressed. “That’s what it’s all about,”
the group. The team was happy to Ruhl added. “Building relationships
finish ahead of NESCAC rival Bow- with those who share the same love
doin College by six strokes.
for the sport.”
The Mules further displayed the
The team will lose three seniors
impressive depth of their roster this offseason, which is an even 25
with a strong round from two up- percent of their roster. They look
perclassmen at the Colby Classic on forward to welcoming new recruits,
October 11. The pair of EJ Rauseo and to building consistency in their
’17 from Methuen, Massachusetts, emerging, young talent in the comand Chris Gallogly ’16, a senior cap- ing months.

“We will have
a lot of time to
work on our
swings this
offseason”

Devastator of the Week

Hurdle-Price has already rushed for four touchdowns on the year.

Courtesy of Colby Athletics

Jabari Hurdle-Price ’17
Sport: Football
Number 25
Position: Wide Reciever
Psychology Major
Hometown: Bronx, NY
Why: Hurdle-Price has been an offensive superstar for
The Mules this season. Named NESCAC Offensive Player of
the Week following his 202-yard performance aginst Wesleyan, Hurdle-Price leads the league in all-purpose yards.

The Colby women’s tennis team
has enjoyed a superb fall season as
they cruised to a perfect 4-0 record
before the winter break. With easy
wins over Thomas College, Simmons College, Colby-Sawyer College, and Wheaton College, the
Mules look to carry this momentum
to the spring season.
The season began on September 11
when new head coach Jason Cohen led
the Mules to a sound victory against
Waterville-foe Thomas College. Maddie Lupone ’18 opened up the action
as she defeated her opponent 6-0, 6-1
in the first singles match. Then, the
Venditti sisters, Gabriela ’19 and Lydia
’19, won the first doubles match with a
resounding 8-0 victory. The rest of the
team would go on to win their singles
matches by scores of 6-0, 6-0. Captain
Holly Bogo ’16 and Olivia Stein ’18
were the winners at second doubles
with a score of 8-0, while Lupone and

Katie Ryan ’18 won the third doubles
with the same 8-0 score.
On October 3, the women’s tennis
team looked to keep the momentum of
their first victory rolling as they faced
off against Simmons College. The Venditti sisters earned an 8-5 victory in the
first doubles match, and Lydia won
6-4, 6-2 in her singles match, while
Gabriella lost her singles match 7-5,
0-6 (10-6 pro set). Lupone and Aleks
Piibe ’19 captured a victory in second
doubles with an 8-2 score, and Lupone
went on to gut out a 7-5, 6-1 win in her
singles match, while Piibe earned a 6-4,
6-3 victory. Bogo dropped one game
in her singles match, but still managed
to get the win. The duo of Bogo and
Jamie Pine ’19 also gave the Mules a
victory in the third doubles match.
After an 8-1 victory and with a 2-0
record, the Mules had a quick turnaround as they faced Colby-Sawyer
College on Sunday, October 4. The
Chargers of Colby-Sawyer were no
pushover as they are the defending
North Eastern Athletic Conference
champions, but Colby proved to

be too tough for them as the Mules
advanced to an 8-1 win. It was only
Colby-Sawyer’s second loss of the
season. Gabriella Venditti easily won
6-1, 6-1 at first singles, while sister
Lydia earned a victory with a 6-2, 6-0
finish at second singles. Lupone had
a tough match at third singles, but
squeaked out the win with a score of
6-3, 6-7, and 10-4 pro set.
The Mules proceeded to cruise to
a 9-0 victory against Wheaton College on October 11 to close out the
fall season with a 4-0 record. Colby’s
victory snapped a seven-match winning streak for the Lyons, which dated back to 2009. The most exciting
part of the match was Bogo’s singles
match. After losing the first set 7-6,
she battled back to win the second set
6-1, which forced the tie-breaker. In
a thrilling 16-14 manner, Bogo captured the victory.
Although the fall season has
ended, the women’s tennis team
will look to train during the winter
and be prepared for more success
in the spring season.

M. Soccer looks to finish strong
BY GRACE BUCKING
Contributor

With only three games remaining
in their season, the Colby Men’s Soccer
team has been very busy. Averaging two
to three games a week, they have also
been facing some tough opponents.
Each of their last three games have resulted in shutouts—only one of which,
unfortunately, was in the Mules’ favor.
The men suffered a 3-0 loss against
Wesleyan on Saturday, October 10, defeated the University of New England
2-0 the following Tuesday, and lost 2-0
at home against Amherst College this
weekend. Despite the losses, the young
team put up a good fight and hopes to
finish the season off strong.
Last Saturday, the Mules travelled to
Middletown, Connecticut, to face Wesleyan University in a NESCAC matchup.
Entering the game, Wesleyan was 7-2-1
and coming off two strong wins. Unfortunately for Colby, their streak continued. Sophomore Adam Cowie-Haskell
put the Cardinals ahead just 5:31 into the
game on a shot into the lower left corner
of the goal. 20 minutes later, Hans Erick-

son added to Wesleyan’s lead. Another
early goal in the second half by the Cardinals’ top scorer compounded it further,
making the game 3-0 and ultimately
closing out the scoring. With nine minutes remaining in the game, the Mules
saw their best chance on a free kick from
25 yards; however, a shot from Dan Vogel
’16 was stopped by Wesleyan’s relief goalie Brian Harnett. Colby was ultimately
outshot 20-11, but despite the tough loss,
the Mules were able to bounce back three
days later with a dominant win against
the University of New England.
The UNE Nor’easters were 2-10 before Colby shut them out at home on
Tuesday, October 13. Jeffrey Rosenberg ’19 scored the game-winner
twenty-seven minutes into the game
off a free kick from the right sideline.
The Mules controlled play for most
of the game, buying themselves some
insurance in the second half. Grady
Jendzejec’s ’19 shot off a pass from
Rosenberg was saved by the UNE
goalie, but first-year Lucas Pereira ’19
was able to convert on the rebound
and put Colby up by two. Goalie John
Pappas ’18 only needed to make two
saves to record the shutout, as Colby

outshot its opponent 17-4.
The Mules found themselves on
the other end of another shutout,
however, on Saturday October 17,
when they took on Amherst at home
for Colby’s Fill the Stands Day. Amherst is undefeated this season and
has allowed only two goals in twelve
games. Despite the challenge, Colby
was able to hold off its opponent for
more than 70 minutes of play. The
game was scoreless throughout the
first half, but Amherst’s Nico Pascual-Leone netted one at 71:49 to put
his team ahead. 15 minutes later, senior Greg Singer secured the win for
Amherst with a goal off a pass from
Aidan Murray. Regardless of the
undesirable result, the turnout was
substantial for Fill the Stands Day,
and the Mules felt the support from
their peers. The men’s soccer team
will play its final three games of the
2015 season in the next week and a
half, beginning with a game at Bowdoin on October 20, followed by one
at Hamilton on the 24, and, finally,
a faceoff against Bates at home on
Wednesday, October 28 to finish off
the year.

Come experience YOGA in an authentic studio space.
Classes taught by highly certified teachers.
7 days a week Several times a day
We’re just down the hill at 5 School Street
Check us out at : www.schoolstreetyoga.com
YogaHour (Warm) yoga for all levels
Wednesdays 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Vinyassa Flow (Hot) Yoga
Fridays 12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m.
Both classes only $10 for drop-in!
10 class pass are available for any class at the studio for $9 per class!
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Football struggles against Wesleyan and Amherst
BY WILL WALKEY
Co-Sports Editor

Despite massive improvements
against formidable opponents, the
Mules dropped their last two games
to Wesleyan and Amherst. The two
losses put Colby Football at 0-4 overall and at the bottom of the NESCAC
standings. The first game, against the
Cardinals in Middletown, CT, saw
the Mules lose a fourth-quarter lead
in what became a 24-21 defeat. The
second game, at home against the defending league champion Lord Jeffs,
saw Colby total 400 yards to Amherst’s 307. Still, the Mules could not
overcome Amherst and suffered another loss by a score of 31-13.
While most Colby students relaxed
at home during fall break, the football team was hard at work in central
Connecticut. The game was a back-

and-forth affair from the start, with
Colby having the upper hand in the
first-half. Unfortunately, a bad snap
on a field goal attempt and a missed
extra point caused the Mules to go
down 10-9 after two quarters. The
highlight of the first half was a bad
pass from Cardinals quarterback Gernald Hawkins straight into the arms
of Patrick Yale ’19, who took it to the
house for a pick-six.
After a scoreless third quarter, Wesleyan opened the scoring in the second half with a nine-yard touchdown
run. Colby drove straight back down
the field in an excellent team drive that
Jabari Hurdle-Price ’17 capped with a
one-yard touchdown run. The team’s
attempt at a two-point conversion
then fell incomplete. Colby’s defense
kept the Cardinals off the board, and
Hurdle-Price rewarded his team with
a 63-yard touchdown run down the
right sideline with just 4:09 left in the

game. Wesleyan kept their cool, however, and marched the entire length of
the field due to some impressive play
from Hawkins, who had a long 31yard run on the drive and connected
with an open receiver on a 35-yard
game-winning touchdown. Colby left
plenty of points off the board in their
special teams play, which proved to be
crucial in the loss.
The Mules held the edge in both
first-downs and total yards in their
most complete game of the year. Ian
Dickey ’18 led the way on defense
with 12 tackles. Hurdle-Price carried the offense by rushing for 202
yards in the contest, which was
enough to earn him NESCAC Offensive Player of the Week honors.
He had an incredible seven point
eight yards per carry, and his total
yards were the most by a single player in 12 years.
Colby continued their total

team improvement this past Saturday at Harold Alfond Stadium
against league powerhouse Amherst. Colby had 100 more yards
than the Lord Jeffs in the contest,
but was unable to translate that
advantage into a victory.Amherst
has been nearly unbeatable as of
late: they have won 15 straight
games and have a record of 33-3 in
the past five years.
After a scoreless first quarter, Amherst took control in the second with
17 straight points, highlighted by a
huge interception from Jaymie Spears
off quarterback Gabe Harrington ’17.
The interception proved to be a
major play, because Colby started
the third quarter firing on all cylinders. The Mules drove 85 yards on 12
plays, and Hurdle-Price capped the
drive with a one-yard score. Like true
league champions, Amherst responded with a 60-yard drive of their own,

and they held a comfortable lead for
the rest of the game.
Dickey had another solid game at
safety with eight tackles and a forced
fumble, and middle linebacker Stephen O’Grady ’16 had a team-high
nine tackles. Hurdle-Price had another big day, with 102 yards on 27
carries. He also had seven catches
for 73 yards. Harrington had one
of his better games, going 23 for 38
with 221 yards and two interceptions, while Mark Snyder ’18 led
the way at wide receiver with eight
catches for 73 yards. The Mules put
on a good show in front of their
home crowd against a more-thanformidable opponent.
This weekend, the Mules travel
to Clinton, New York to face off
against Hamilton College, another
winless team. At 12 p.m. on Saturday, Colby will have another oppourtunity to earn thier first win.

Men’s Cross Country places W. Soccer goes 1-3
second at Maine States race
BY JAMES BURLAGE
Contributor

BY JACOB ADNER
Contributor

As the leaves begin to turn, the
stallions of fall trot on, continuing
their recent success with a second
place finish at the
State of Maine Championships. The Colby
Men’s Cross Country
team finished second
out of 11 teams this
past weekend. This
near victory comes
as no surprise, as the
team has had immense success in the
last month.
Beginning on September 12, the Mules
took a substantial
victory over Bates
with a score of 6248. The big win over their NESCAC
rival propelled them into their next
race on September 26. Colby sprinted to a huge victory at the Bowdoin
Invitational, finishing first out of 11
competitors. Their victory sparked
an impressive finish at the Paul
Short Run at Lehigh University on
October 10. Even without All Amer-

ican David Chelimo ’17, the Mules
were able to glide to a tenth place
finish down in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. One of the team’s strongest
runners, Silas Eastman ’17, finished
24th out of 354 total runners. Eastman followed up his impressive
performance at Lehigh with an even
better display at the
most recent State of
Maine Championships on October 17.
Eastman won the
individual portion
of the race, even
though the team fell
just short of edging
out viable foe Bates.
As of October
Sam Sinkler
2, the Colby Men’s
Cross Country team
Class of 2018
found itself ranked
21st nation wide.
Led by senior Andrew Estrada ’16
and a host of juniors including Chelimo, Eastman, and Griffin Gagnon
’17, the team has relied on older
leadership to guide them through the
season. Due to recent injuries, however, younger members of the team
have had to step up. Sophomores Benard Kibet ’18 and Sam Sinkler ’18

“We showed a
lot of promise
for the final
month of
competition”

consistently contribute to the team’s
success. Kibet won the 8,000 meter
race at the Bowdoin Invitational with
a time of 26:19.9 and Sinkler won
the first year/sophomore race with a
time of 19:52 during the victory over
Bates earlier this last month.
Sinkler commented on the team’s
high expectations: “Although we didn’t
get the team result we were hoping for,
we showed a lot of promise for the final month of competition.” The Mules
aspire to reach the top of the NESCAC
and losing to rival Bates this past weekend made that more difficult. Still, Sinkler maintains that the team is optimistic about its potential success. “There
is a lot of time left, so we are putting
this past race behind us and looking
forward to NESCACs on October 31,”
he said. The Mules remain focused on
finishing the season strong.
The Colby Men’s Cross Country
team has a brief rest before their next
race. The next two weeks will test the
endurance of this determined squad as
they prepare for the NESCAC championships on October 31 in Middletown,
Connecticut. Should they do well
enough to advance, team members
may participate in the ECAC Championships in Williamstown, Massachusetts on November 7.

Volleyball earns spot in playoffs
BY DREW LADNER
Contributor

Colby’s Fill the Stands Event
kicked off on Friday with a home
match for the volleyball team.
The Mules were coming off a
five-game NESCAC losing streak.
Before fall break, the Mules had
dropped matches to both Connecticut College and Tufts 3-0.
The week was not without a bright
spot, though, as the team was
able to defeat Brandeis 3-1. Still,
Colby wanted to prove they could
compete with the best teams in
the league. There were few better teams to prove their worth
against than Middlebury who was
the ninth-ranked team in New
England and ranked first in the
NESCAC in both hitting percentage and kills. In the first set, the
women fell behind 20-21.With
Middlebury needing only four
more points to win the set, things
looked bleak for Colby. However,
the Mules did not give up, and
neither did their fans.The team
turned it around and stormed
back to a 24-22 lead. Middlebury
had a chance to score on the next
play, but Natalie Roy ’16 made a
remarkable save. This was nothing new to Roy who ranks sixth

in the NESCAC for digs. The play
was finished off by Emily Moslener ’18. With their first set win
in over five league matches, the
Mules looked to carry their momentum into the next set. However, they fell victim to back-toback set losses. One was a close
25-23 affair but the other loss was
by a score of 25-16. This was especially frustrating because the
teams were tied up 14-14 earlier
in the set. Colby came back fighting in the fourth set. The team
returned Middlebury’s convincing set win with one of their own,
winning 25-17. The final set was
hard-fought, with girls trying to
dig themselves out of 14-8 hole.
They got three straight points but
could not hold off Middlebury
long enough. The Panthers won
the final set 15-11, taking home
the match 3-2.
There was no time to sulk as
Colby had another match to play
the next day. The match had high
stakes: a win would give the team
a berth in the NESCAC volleyball
playoffs. The playoffs have eluded
Colby for the past two years, so
the team made sure that a playoff
spot did not slip through their fingers again. Hamilton entered Waterville with just a single NESCAC
victory this season. However, both

teams had just come off 3-2 losses
the previous day which meant extra energy for their match. This
led to a tightly contested affair as
Colby took the first two sets 2515 and 25-18. Momentum shifted,
however, and suddenly Hamilton had tied up the match two
sets apiece with 25-23 and 25-18
wins. The final set began tightlycontested, with the Mules holding
only a 9-8 lead. But suddenly the
girls went on a run, scoring six of
the final seven points to win 259. The crowd roared as the final
point was won and the players rejoiced on the court, happy to gain
their first spot in the playoffs in
three years.
Kim Donaldson ’16 had herself an impressive game with ten
kills, having already been ranked
ninth in the NESCAC going into
the game. Her effort this game in
addition to the 17 she had against
Middlebury ensured she remained
in the top ten kill rankings for
this week. She was not the only
member of the team with ten kills
against Hamilton, though, as senior captain Sarah Arvidson ’16
matched her feat. Looking forward, the team hopes to carry
their momentum into the week
ahead as they face Husson at home
on Tuesday October 13.

The Colby women’s soccer
team travelled to the University
of New England (UNE) on October 6 looking to gather momentum for the Fall Break weekend.
Despite offensive play from both
sides, the game remained scoreless all through the first half,
with the deadlock only being
broken by a UNE goal in the 73rd
minute. Katrina Holt ’19 scored
in the 88th minute off a breakaway to level the score at 1-1.
Unfortunately, UNE responded
with just 18 seconds left, pulling
ahead to hand Colby a devastating 2-1 defeat.
Still in search of their first NESCAC win of the season, the Mules
headed to Middletown, CT on October 10 to kick off against Wesleyan. Late first-half goals continue
to plague Colby as the Cardinals
scored off a corner kick with just
five minutes left in the first half.
Unfortunately for the Mules, Wesleyan was equally relentless offensively in the second half. By the
57th minute, the Cardinals were
up 3-0 thanks to a bicycle kick and
a blistering shot from well beyond

the penalty box. The Colby offense
struggled as they failed to even test
the Wesleyan goalkeeper until the
64th minute. Although it failed to
change the outcome of the contest,
Aliza Van Leesten ’17 attempted to
resuscitate the lethargic Colby offense, scoring two goals in the final five minutes. The 3-2 loss kept
the Mules winless in the NESCAC
as they travelled back home to
face Husson in a non-conference
match on October 13.
Van Leesten continued her impressive stretch, scoring three
goals, with two in the first 12 minutes, in a decisive 5-1 win. The win
was a great confidence booster as
Colby College (3-6-1) was behind
Husson (5-6-1) by two wins in
terms of non-conference records.
The Mules then faced Amherst at home last Saturday, but
were again unable to obtain a
conference victory. The team
looked to rally of their last win,
but another brutal late-first half
goal (a penalty at 44:21), was all
Amherst need as they eventually
shut out Colby 2-0. With just
three games left and an 0-6-1
conference record, playoff aspirations look unlikely, but a couple of key wins can end the 2016
season on high note.

Colby on Deck
Volleyball at Gordon
Friday, October 23

7:00 p.m.

Wenham, MA

W. Soccer at Hamilton
Saturday, October 24

11:00 a.m.

Clinton, NY

Football at Hamilton
Saturday, October 24

12:00 p.m.

Clinton, NY

Field Hockey at Hamilton
Saturday, October 24

12:00 p.m.

Clinton, NY

M. Soccer at Hamilton
Saturday, October 24

1:30 p.m.

Clinton, NY

The Echo reminds you to support Colby Athletics

